LEARNING NEWSFLASH

Innovative Strategies and Tools to Enrich Knowledge

CONGRATS TO THE 2023 INNOVATIVE PEDAGOGY FELLOWS!

The Office of Undergraduate Education and the Teaching and Learning Collaboratory (TLC) are excited to announce the 2023 fellows awarded for the Innovative Pedagogy Fellowship Call. The call sought out faculty who teach in the Arch summer terms to redesign their courses using innovative pedagogical techniques. Tracks for the fellows include: gameful learning, immersive and embodied learning, flipping the classroom, and active learning strategies in addition to topics on assessment and inclusive learning.

The fellows will be going through training and development in spring 2024 and implementing concepts to their 2024 Arch summer term courses. The fellows will also be doing a sharing showcase at the upcoming Gameful and Immersive Learning Symposium scheduled for May 2024.

The trainers and support resources for this initiative include: Victoria Bennett, Maureen Fodera, Christopher Jeansonne, Mei Si, Amy Svirsky, Jonas Braasch, and Samuel Chabot.

Finally, we want to express how grateful we are to the Institute and the Provost Office for funding this fellowship initiative.

2023 Fellows

- Esra Agca Aktunc, SoE, Industrial and Systems Engineering
- Eyosias Ashenafi, SoE, Civil and Environmental Engineering
- Sarah Cadieux, SoS, Earth and Environmental Science
- Brian Clark, LALLY, Finance
- Brandon Costelloe-Kuehn, HASS, STS
- Omar Elshafee, SoE, CEE
- Susan Henry, SoE, Archer Center for Student Leadership
- Allison Hoffman, SoE, MANE
- Konstantin Kuzmin, SoS, Computer Science
- Conor Lennon, HASS, Economics
- Weina Ran, HASS, Communication & Media
- Luiz Victor Repolho Cagliari, SoE, MANE
• Katherine Skovira, HASS, Arts
• Susan Smith, HASS, Cognitive Science
• Jonathan Stetler, SoS, Biological Sciences
• John Sturman, SoS, Computer Science
• Alicia Walf, HASS, Cognitive Science
• Ben Weissman, HASS, Cognitive Science
• Amy Youmans, HASS & SoE, Archer Center for Student Leadership Development